
User friendly. Install quickly and easily
without tools in minutes
Extra large deflector wheel so it won't get
stuck in corners
Full pool coverage, cleans floors, walls and
waterline (will try the steps!)
Includes 12 x 80cm hose in sectional
lengths (total of 10m)
Robust hydraulic design with swivel hose
connection to avoid tangles
Male hose end: 36mm diameter, Female
hose end: 38mm diameter
Adjustable bypass valve regulates water
flow to set optimum travel speed 
30cm finned skirt for a super wide
cleaning path for speedy efficiency
Consumes no additional energy working
when your pump is operational

Features:

Water TechniX Rapid Suction Cleaner 

The Water TechniX Rapid has a bulletproof design that’s easy to install, use, and most of all, can
be relied upon to clean every inch of your pool surfaces. Manufactured with the best-in-class
materials to bring superior cleaning performance with optimum cleaning coverage at a price
that’s a fraction of other equivalent pool cleaners.

Who is Water TechniX?
Scan to find out more
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No bags or canisters to empty, all debris
goes to your skimmer basket
Quiet diaphragm technology, don't put up
with the ‘clack’ of traditional hammer-style
cleaners
The deflector wheel enables smooth
navigation around corners, steps and
ladders
Performs flawlessly with above ground and
in ground pools, Rectangle, Oval or Free
form
Suits Concrete, Pebblecrete, Quartzon, Tile,
Fiberglass and Vinyl surfaces
Compatible with salt, chlorine and
magnesium pools



Mr Pool Man has been selling the Water TechniX Rapid Automatic Pool Cleaner for nearly a
decade and it is by far the most reliable and best-selling pool cleaner in our range. Built with
chemical and UV-resistant materials, the Rapid Automatic Pool Cleaner can easily withstand
the harsh Australian conditions for years of stress-free pool cleaning. 

The Rapid is engineered with a compact design and 10m of sectional hose, including a
swivel connection so the hose won't tangle, enabling easy operation. Its diaphragm function
ensures optimum suction, along with its extra large deflector wheel stopping it from getting
stuck in corners. Compatible with salt, chlorine and magnesium pools.

The Rapid Cleaner also comes with a bulletproof 1 year warranty, a spare diaphragm and
quality fittings required for an easy setup and peace of mind, it’s truly a set and forget
automatic pool cleaner.

Whats in the box:
1 x Pool Cleaner
1 x Spare cassette diaphragm
12 x 80cm hose in sectional lengths (10m)
1 x Instruction guide with diagrams
1 x Skimmer fittings pack (Elbows, Flow
Regulator Valve, Hose Weight)

Warranty:
1 year warranty
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Exclusively owned by Mr Pool Man


